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SERVICE HIGHLIGHTS

Pratt & Whitney Canada JT15D
The greatest ability is reliability
We understand that time is money, and that you rely on your business jet to take you where
you need to be, when you need to be there. As one of the most trusted independent JT15D
Designated Overhaul Facilities (DOF), StandardAero is 100% committed to delivering you
reliable, responsive engine support.

■ P&WC Designated Overhaul Facility (DOF)
and Independent MRO provider
■ Over 2,100 engines processed since 2002
■ In-house repair capabilities, eliminating
the need for costly replacement parts
■ Flexible program development to ensure
unique customer requirements are met
■ Dedicated Field Service teams available 24/7
■ VMAX pay-by-hour program offers reliable
maintenance budgeting

Flexibility is one of the key ingredients to being successful
Each one of our customers has unique requirements, and we support these needs with
bespoke JT15D maintenance offerings tailored to each operator. As an independent MRO
provider, we are able to offer the most comprehensive and flexible support solutions for your
engines.

Affordability without sacrificing quality
StandardAero offers a portfolio of cost-effective maintenance solutions for JT15D operators. In 2015, we were entrusted by P&WC with meeting the go-forward engine service plan
needs of its JT15D operators, and today we support customers worldwide through our VMAX
pay-by-hour maintenance program. We also protect our customers’ interests with a ‘repair
over replace’ ethos which minimizes unnecessary costs.
How StandardAero Keeps You Flying:
JT15D Heavy Maintenance:
- Overhaul and Repair
- Foreign Object Damage (FOD) repair
- Metal In Oil (MIO) repair
- Component repair
- Hot section inspection
- Borescope inspection
- Engine performance testing
- Engine conversions
- Failure analysis
- Service Bulletin (S/B) compliance
- Worldwide field service

JT15D Light Maintenance:
- Fuel nozzle testing and overhaul
- Fan repair
- Minor engine repairs
- Hot section inspection
- Borescope inspection
- Failure analysis
- Accessory/component exchanges
- Service Bulletin (S/B) compliance
- Worldwide field service
- Fly-in capability (Pittsburgh only)
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